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Starts with EE- 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELPOUT EELOPTU marine fish [n -S] 

EELWORM EELMORW small roundworm [n -S] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

 

Contains -EE- 

ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

AFREETS AEEFRST AFREET, evil spirit in Arabic mythology [n] 

ALLSEED ADEELLS plant having many seeds [n -S] 

AMBEERS ABEEMRS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMREETA AAEEMRT amrita (beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology) [n -S] 

ANISEED ADEEINS seed of anise used as flavoring [n -S] 

APOGEES AEEGOPS APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [n] 

AXSEEDS ADEESSX AXSEED, European herb [n] 

BAILEES ABEEILS BAILEE, person to whom property is bailed [n] 

BALEENS ABEELNS BALEEN, whalebone [n] 

BARGEES ABEEGRS BARGEE, bargeman (master or crew member of barge) [n] 

BARKEEP ABEEKPR bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n -S] 

BAUBEES ABBEESU BAUBEE, bawbee (Scottish coin) [n] 

BAWBEES ABBEESW BAWBEE, Scottish coin [n] 

BEBEERU BBEEERU tropical tree [n -S] 

BEEBEES BBEEEES BEEBEE, pellet [n] 

BEECHEN BCEEEHN BEECH, type of tree [adj] 

BEECHES BCEEEHS BEECH, type of tree [n] 

BEEDIES BDEEEIS BEEDI, bidi (cigarette of India) [n] 

BEEFALO ABEEFLO offspring of American buffalo and domestic cattle [n -ES, -S] 

BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEFILY BEEFILY in beefy (brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle))) manner [adv] 

BEEFING BEEFGIN BEEF, to add bulk to [v] 

BEEHIVE BEEEHIV hive for bees [n -E] 

BEELIKE BEEEIKL resembling bee (winged insect) [adj] 

BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEEPING BEEGINP BEEP, to honk horn [v] 

BEERIER BEEEIRR BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEERILY BEEILRY BEERY, affected by beer [adv] 

BEERNUT BEENRTU peanut with sweet coating [n -S] 

BEESWAX ABEESWX to polish furniture with type of wax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S] 

BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEEYARD ABDEERY apiary (place where bees are kept) [n -S] 

BEEZERS BEEERSZ BEEZER, nose [n] 
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BELLEEK BEEEKLL very thin translucent porcelain [n -S] 

BENDEES BDEEENS BENDEE, bendy (okra (tall annual herb)) [n] 

BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S] 

BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

BETWEEN BEEENTW in space that separates [prep] 

BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BHEESTY BEEHSTY water carrier [n -S] 

BIGFEET BEEFGIT BIGFOOT, influential person [n] 

BLEEDER BDEEELR one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n -S] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 

BOOTEES BEEOOST BOOTEE, baby's sock [n] 

BOPEEPS BEEOPPS BOPEEP, game of peekaboo [n] 

BOREENS BEENORS BOREEN, lane in Ireland [n] 

BREEDER BDEEERR one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n -S] 

BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BRIBEES BBEEIRS BRIBEE, one that is bribed [n] 

BUCKEEN BCEEKNU poor man who acts as if wealthy [n -S] 

BUGSEED BDEEGSU annual herb [n -S] 

BUNGEES BEEGNSU BUNGEE, elasticized cord [n] 

BURGEES BEEGRSU BURGEE, small flag [n] 

BURPEES BEEPRSU BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BURSEED BDEERSU coarse weed [n -S] 

BURWEED BDEERUW coarse weed [n -S] 

BUSTEES BEESSTU BUSTEE, slum in India [n] 

CALLEES ACEELLS CALLEE, one that is called [n] 

CANTEEN ACEENNT small container for carrying water [n -S] 

CAPEESH ACEEHPS capisce (used to ask if one understands) [interj] 

CAREENS ACEENRS CAREEN, to lurch while moving [v] 

CAREERS ACEERRS CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEEPER CEEEHPR one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n -S] 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S] 

CHEERIO CEEHIOR greeting (salutation) [n -S] 

CHEERLY CEEHLRY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CHEEROS CEEHORS CHEERO, cheerio (greeting (salutation)) [n] 

CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEETAH ACEEHHT swift-running wildcat [n -S] 

CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

COATEES ACEEOST COATEE, small coat [n] 

COFFEES CEEFFOS COFFEE, aromatic, mildly stimulating beverage [n] 
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COLLEEN CEELLNO Irish girl [n -S] 

COMPEER CEEMOPR to equal or match [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONGEED CDEEGNO CONGEE, to bow politely [v] 

CONGEES CEEGNOS CONGEE, to bow politely [v] 

CORVEES CEEORSV CORVEE, obligation to perform feudal service [n] 

COULEES CEELOSU COULEE, small ravine [n] 

CREEDAL ACDEELR CREED, statement of belief [adj] 

CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S] 

CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S] 

CREESES CEEERSS CREESE, kris (short sword) [n] 

CUDWEED CDDEEUW perennial herb [n -S] 

DASHEEN ADEEHNS tropical plant [n -S] 

DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S] 

DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DEEDIER DDEEEIR DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEDING DDEEGIN DEED, to transfer by deed (legal document) [v] 

DEEJAYS ADEEJSY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEEMING DEEGIMN DEEM, to hold as opinion [v] 

DEEPENS DEEENPS DEEPEN, to make deep [v] 

DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEERFLY DEEFLRY bloodsucking fly [n -LIES] 

DEEWANS ADEENSW DEEWAN, dewan (official in India) [n] 

DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj] 

DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DONNEES DEENNOS DONNEE, set of assumptions upon which story proceeds [n] 

DOOLEES DEELOOS DOOLEE, stretcher for sick or wounded [n] 

DRAGEES ADEEGRS DRAGEE, sugarcoated candy [n] 

DRAWEES ADEERSW DRAWEE, person on whom bill of exchange is drawn [n] 

DREEING DEEGINR DREE, to suffer (to feel pain or distress) [v] 

DUDEENS DDEENSU DUDEEN, short tobacco pipe [n] 

DYEWEED DDEEEWY shrub that yields yellow dye [n -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n] 

ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

FAKEERS AEEFKRS FAKEER, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

FEEDBAG ABDEEFG bag for feeding horses [n -S] 

FEEDBOX BDEEFOX box for animal feed [n -ES] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 
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FEEDING DEEFGIN act of giving food to person or animal [n -S] / FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [v] 

FEEDLOT DEEFLOT plot of land on which livestock is fattened [n -S] 

FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FEELING EEFGILN function or power of perceiving by touch [n -S] / FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch [v] 

FEEZING EEFGINZ FEEZE, to faze (to disturb composure of) [v] 

FIFTEEN EEFFINT number [n -S] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEEING EEFGILN FLEE, to run away [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLEETLY EEFLLTY FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adv] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEDOM DEEFMOR state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n -S] 

FREEGAN AEEFGNR activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FREEMAN AEEFMNR one who is free [n -MEN] 

FREEMEN EEEFMNR FREEMAN, one who is free [n] 

FREESIA AEEFIRS African herb [n -S] 

FREEWAY AEEFRWY express highway [n -S] 

FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

FRISEES EEFIRSS FRISEE, curly leaves of endive [n] 

GEEGAWS AEEGGSW GEEGAW, gewgaw (showy trinket) [n] 

GEEKDOM DEEGKMO world of geeks [n -S] 

GEEKIER EEEGIKR GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GEEKISH EEGHIKS geeky (socially awkward or unappealing) [adj] 

GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n] 

GENTEEL EEEGLNT well-bred or refined [adj -ER, -EST] 

GIFTEES EEFGIST GIFTEE, one that receives gift [n] 

GLACEED ACDEEGL GLACE, to cover with icing [v] 

GLEEFUL EEFGLLU merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

GLEEKED DEEEGKL GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v] 

GLEEMAN AEEGLMN minstrel (medieval musician) [n -MEN] 

GLEEMEN EEEGLMN GLEEMAN, minstrel (medieval musician) [n] 

GLEETED DEEEGLT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GOATEED ADEEGOT GOATEE, small pointed beard [adj] 

GOATEES AEEGOST GOATEE, small pointed beard [n] 

GOMBEEN BEEGMNO usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [n -S] 

GREEING EEGGINR GREE, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

GREENED DEEEGNR GREEN, to become green [v] 

GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 
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GREENIE EEEGINR amphetamine pill [n -S] 

GREENLY EEGLNRY in green (of color of growing foliage) manner [adv] 

GREENTH EEGHNRT verdure (green vegetation) [n -S] 

GREETED DEEEGRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GREETER EEEGRRT one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n -S] 

GUMWEED DEEGMUW plant covered with gummy substance [n -S] 

HACKEES ACEEHKS HACKEE, chipmunk (small rodent) [n] 

HADJEES ADEEHJS HADJEE, hadji (one who has made hadj) [n] 

HAKEEMS AEEHKMS HAKEEM, hakim (Muslim physician) [n] 

HAREEMS AEEHMRS HAREEM, harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n] 

HAYSEED ADEEHSY bumpkin (unsophisticated rustic) [n -S] 

HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

HEEDFUL DEEFHLU paying close attention [adj] 

HEEDING DEEGHIN HEED, to pay attention to [v] 

HEEHAWS AEEHHSW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n] 

HEELING EEGHILN act of inclining laterally [n -S] / HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

HEELTAP AEEHLPT material put on heel of shoe [n -S] 

HEEZING EEGHINZ HEEZE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HOGWEED DEEGHOW coarse plant [n -S] 

HUMVEES EEHMSUV HUMVEE, type of motor vehicle [n] 

IMPHEES EEHIMPS IMPHEE, African grass [n] 

INBREED BDEEINR to breed closely related stock [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

INDEEDY DDEEINY used to emphasize affirmative [interj] 

INFEEDS DEEFINS INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

JAYGEES AEEGJSY JAYGEE, military officer [n] 

JAYVEES AEEJSVY JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n] 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JEEPING EEGIJNP JEEP, to travel by small type of motor vehicle [v] 

JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S] 

JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n] 

JEERING EEGIJNR JEER, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

JEEZELY EEEJLYZ jeezly (used as intensifier) [adj] 

JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 

JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

KAMSEEN AEEKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KEEKING EEGIKKN KEEK, to peep (to utter short, shrill cry) [v] 

KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S] 

KEELING EEGIKLN KEEL, to capsize (to overturn (to turn over)) [v] 

KEELSON EEKLNOS beam in ship [n -S] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KEENING EEGIKNN act of wailing loudly over dead [n -S] / KEEN, to wail loudly over dead [v] 

KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n] 

KEEPING EEGIKNP custody (guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards))) [n -S] / KEEP, to continue to possess [v] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 
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KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KNEECAP ACEEKNP to maim by shooting in kneecap (bone at front of knee) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

KNEEING EEGIKNN KNEE, to strike with knee (joint of leg) [v] 

KNEELED DEEEKLN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S] 

KNEEPAD ADEEKNP covering for knee [n -S] 

KNEEPAN AEEKNNP kneecap [n -S] 

LATEENS AEELNST LATEEN, sailing vessel [n] 

LAVEERS AEELRSV LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

LEECHED CDEEEHL LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEECHES CEEEHLS LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEERILY EEILLRY LEERY, suspicious [adv] 

LEERING EEGILNR LEER, to look with sideways glance [v] 

LEEWARD ADEELRW direction toward which wind is blowing [n -S] 

LEEWAYS AEELSWY LEEWAY, lateral drift of ship [n] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LICHEES CEEHILS LICHEE, litchi (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

LINSEED DEEILNS flaxseed (seed of flax) [n -S] 

LISTEES EEILSST LISTEE, one that is on list [n] 

LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

LUNGEES EEGLNSU LUNGEE, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 

LYCHEES CEEHLSY LYCHEE, litchi (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

MALLEES AEELLMS MALLEE, evergreen tree [n] 

MAMMEES AEEMMMS MAMMEE, mamey (tropical tree) [n] 

MAYWEED ADEEMWY malodorous weed [n -S] 

MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

MEERKAT AEEKMRT African mongoose [n -S] 

MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

MEETING EEGIMNT assembly for common purpose [n -S] / MEET, to come into company or presence of [v] 

MENTEES EEEMNST MENTEE, one who is being mentored [n] 

MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n] 

MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -MED, -METH] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

MIDWEEK DEEIKMW middle of week [n -S] 

MISDEED DDEEIMS evil act [n -S] 

MISDEEM DEEIMMS to judge unfavorably [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFEED DEEFIMS to feed wrongly [v -FED, -ING, -S] 

MISKEEP EEIKMPS to keep wrongly [v -KEPT, -ING, -S] 

MISMEET EEIMMST to meet under unfortunate circumstances [v -MET, -ING, -S] 

MOREENS EEMNORS MOREEN, heavy fabric [n] 

MUGGEES EEGGMSU MUGGEE, one who is mugged [n] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 

MYNHEER EEHMNRY Dutch title of courtesy for man [n -S] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 
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NEEDFUL DEEFLNU something that is needed [n -S] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv] 

NEEDING DEEGINN NEED, to have urgent or essential use for [v] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

OILSEED DEEILOS seed from which oil is pressed out [n -S] 

OUTFEEL EEFLOTU to surpass in feeling [v -FELT, -ING, -S] 

OUTKEEP EEKOPTU to surpass in keeping [v -KEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTSEES EEOSSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTWEEP EEOPTUW to weep more than [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

PANEERS AEENPRS PANEER, milk curd cheese [n] 

PAWNEES AEENPSW PAWNEE, one to whom something is pawned [n] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 

PEEKING EEGIKNP PEEK, to look furtively or quickly [v] 

PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n] 

PEELING EEGILNP piece or strip that has been peeled off [n -S] / PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [v] 

PEENING EEGINNP action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n -S] / PEEN, to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead [v] 

PEEPBOS BEEOPPS PEEPBO, game of peekaboo [n] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PEEPING EEGINPP PEEP, to utter short, shrill cry [v] 

PEEPULS EELPPSU PEEPUL, pipal (fig tree of India) [n] 

PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S] 

PEERESS EEEPRSS noblewoman [n -ES] 

PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n] 

PEERING EEGINPR PEER, to look narrowly or searchingly [v] 

PEEVING EEGINPV PEEVE, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

PEEVISH EEHIPSV irritable [adj] 

PEEWEES EEEEPSW PEEWEE, unusually small person or thing [n] 

PEEWITS EEIPSTW PEEWIT, pewit (lapwing (shore bird)) [n] 

PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n] 

PICKEER CEEIKPR to skirmish in advance of army [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIGWEED DEEGIPW weedy plant [n -S] 

PINWEED DEEINPW perennial herb [n -S] 

PIONEER EEINOPR to take part in beginnings of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POLLEES EELLOPS POLLEE, one who is polled [n] 

PONGEES EEGNOPS PONGEE, type of silk [n] 

POSTEEN EENOPST Afghan outer garment [n -S] 

POTEENS EENOPST POTEEN, Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully [n] 

POTHEEN EEHNOPT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTTEEN EENOPTT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

PREEDIT DEEIPRT to edit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEING EEGINPR PREE, to test by tasting [v] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 
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PREEMPT EEMPPRT to acquire by prior right [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S] 

PROCEED CDEEOPR to go forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUGREES EEGPRSU PUGREE, cloth band wrapped around hat [n] 

PUTTEES EEPSTTU PUTTEE, strip of cloth wound around leg [n] 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEENLY EELNQUY of or befitting queen [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv] 

RAGGEES AEEGGRS RAGGEE, ragi (East Indian cereal grass) [n] 

RAGWEED ADEEGRW weedy herb [n -S] 

RAPPEES AEEPPRS RAPPEE, strong snuff [n] 

RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEBOKS BEEKORS REEBOK, rhebok (large antelope) [n] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEDIFY DEEFIRY to rebuild (to build again) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REEDILY DEEILRY with thin, piping sound [adv] 

REEDING DEEGINR convex molding [n -S] / REED, to fasten with reeds (stalks of tall grasses) [v] 

REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEDMAN ADEEMNR one who plays reed instrument [n -MEN] 

REEDMEN DEEEMNR REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEFING EEFGINR REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REEKING EEGIKNR REEK, to give off strong, unpleasant odor [v] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REELING EEGILNR sustained noise [n -S] / REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [v] 

REEMITS EEIMRST REEMIT, to emit again [v] 

REENACT ACEENRT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENJOY EEJNORY to enjoy again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTRY EENRRTY new or second entry [n -RIES] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REEVING EEGINRV REEVE, to fasten by passing through or around something [v] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RUSHEES EEHRSSU RUSHEE, college student seeking admission to fraternity or sorority [n] 

SATEENS AEENSST SATEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

SAUTEED ADEESTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SCHMEER CEEHMRS to bribe (to practice bribery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCREECH CCEEHRS to utter harsh, shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCREEDS CDEERSS SCREED, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

SCREENS CEENRSS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDILY DEEILSY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv] 

SEEDING DEEGINS SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in [v] 

SEEDMAN ADEEMNS seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n -MEN] 

SEEDMEN DEEEMNS SEEDMAN, seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n] 

SEEDPOD DDEEOPS type of seed vessel [n -S] 

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n] 

SEEKING EEGIKNS SEEK, to go in search of [v] 

SEELING EEGILNS SEEL, to stitch closed eyes of, as falcon during training [v] 

SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n] 

SEEMING EEGIMNS outward appearance [n -S] / SEEM, to give impression of being [v] 

SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S] 

SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEEPING EEGINPS SEEP, to pass slowly through small openings [v] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES] 

SEESAWS AEESSSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEETHES EEEHSST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n] 

SHAHEED ADEEHHS shahid (Muslim martyr) [n -S] 

SHEBEEN BEEEHNS place where liquor is sold illegally [n -S] 
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SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S]  

SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEERLY EEHLRSY SHEER, of very thin texture [adv] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n] 

SHEREEF EEEFHRS sherif (Arab ruler) [n -S] 

SHMEERS EEHMRSS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SICKEES CEEIKSS SICKEE, sickie (emotionally sick person) [n] 

SIGNEES EEGINSS SIGNEE, signer of document [n] 

SIRREES EEIRRSS SIRREE, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

SIXTEEN EEINSTX number [n -S] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S] 

SKREEGH EEGHKRS to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] 

SLEEKIT EEIKLST sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEKLY EEKLLSY in sleek (smooth and glossy) manner [adv] 

SLEEPER EEELPRS one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n -S] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SOIREES EEIORSS SOIREE, evening party [n] 

SPAHEES AEEHPSS SPAHEE, spahi (Turkish cavalryman) [n] 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

SPEEDOS DEEOPSS SPEEDO, speedometer [n] 

SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 

SPEELED DEEELPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERED DEEEPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

SPLEENS EELNPSS SPLEEN, ductless organ of body [n] 

SPLEENY EELNPSY peevish (irritable) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STEEKED DEEEKST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 
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STEEPED DEEEPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STEEPEN EEENPST to make steep [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] / one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n -S] 

STEEPLE EEELPST to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STEEPLY EELPSTY in steep (inclined sharply) manner [adv] 

STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEEVES EEESSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STREEKS EEKRSST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETS EERSSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [n] 

SUBTEEN BEENSTU person approaching teenage years [n -S] 

SUCCEED CCDEESU to accomplish something desired or intended [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUTTEES EESSTTU SUTTEE, Hindu widow cremated on her husband's funeral pyre to show her devotion to him [n] 

SWEENEY EEENSWY sweeny (atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses) [n -S] 

SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S] 

SWEETEN EEENSTW to make sweet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

SWEETLY EELSTWY in sweet (pleasing to taste) manner [adv] 

TARWEED ADEERTW flowering plant [n -S] 

TEEMERS EEEMRST TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n] 

TEEMING EEGIMNT TEEM, to be full to overflowing [v] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEENDOM DEEMNOT teenagers collectively [n -S] 

TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

TEENFUL EEFLNTU filled with grief [adj] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENTSY EENSTTY tiny (very small) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

TEEPEES EEEEPST TEEPEE, tepee (conical tent of some Native Americans) [n] 

TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEETHER EEEHRTT object for baby to bite on during teething [n -S] 

TEETHES EEEHSTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 

TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S] 

TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n] 

THEELIN EEHILNT estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THEELOL EEHLLOT estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THREEPS EEHPRST THREEP, to threap (to dispute (to argue about)) [v] 

TOFFEES EEFFOST TOFFEE, chewy candy [n] 

TOUPEES EEOPSTU TOUPEE, wig worn to cover bald spot [n] 

TOWHEES EEHOSTW TOWHEE, common finch [n] 

TOWNEES EENOSTW TOWNEE, townsman (resident of town) [n] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 
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TREETOP EEOPRTT top of tree [n -S] 

TUREENS EENRSTU TUREEN, large, deep bowl [n] 

TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEETER EEERTTW loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n -S] 

TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S] 

TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

UMPTEEN EEMNPTU indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UNFREED DEEFNRU UNFREE, to deprive of freedom [v] 

UNFREES EEFNRSU UNFREE, to deprive of freedom [v] 

UNGREEN EEGNNRU harmful to environment [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNREELS EELNRSU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREEVE EEENRUV to withdraw rope from opening [v -D, -ROVE, -ROVEN, -VING, -S] 

UNSTEEL EELNSTU to make soft [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPKEEPS EEKPPSU UPKEEP, cost of maintaining something in good condition [n] 

UPSWEEP EEPPSUW to sweep upward [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

VAKEELS AEEKLSV VAKEEL, native lawyer in India [n] 

VEEJAYS AEEJSVY VEEJAY, announcer on program of music videos [n] 

VEEPEES EEEEPSV VEEPEE, veep (vice president) [n] 

VEERIES EEEIRSV VEERY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

VEERING EEGINRV VEER, to change direction [v] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 

WAXWEED ADEEWWX annual herb [n -S] 

WEBFEET BEEEFTW WEBFOOT, foot having toes joined by membrane [n] 

WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEEDILY DEEILWY in weedy (resembling weed) manner [adv] 

WEEDING DEEGINW WEED, WEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW trademark [n] 

WEEKDAY ADEEKWY any day of week except Saturday and Sunday [n -S] 

WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENIES EEEINSW WEENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEENING EEGINNW WEEN, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n] 

WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEEPIES EEEIPSW WEEPIE, very maudlin movie [n] 

WEEPILY EEILPWY WEEPY, tending to weep [adv] 

WEEPING EEGINPW act of one that weeps [n -S] / WEEP, to express sorrow by shedding tears [v] 

WEETING EEGINTW WEET, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 
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WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n] 

WEEVILS EEILSVW WEEVIL, small beetle [n] 

WEEVILY EEILVWY WEEVIL, small beetle [adj] 

WEEWEED DEEEEWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEEWEES EEEESWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S] 

WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

YEELINS EEILNSY YEELIN, yealing (person of same age) [n] 

ZAREEBA AABEERZ zareba (improvised stockade) [n -S] 

 

Ends with -EE 

ADOPTEE ADEEOPT one that is adopted [n -S] 

ADVISEE ADEEISV one that is advised [n -S] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

AMPUTEE AEEMPTU one that has had limb amputated [n -S] 

AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

AWARDEE AADEERW one that is awarded something [n -S] 

BANSHEE ABEEHNS female spirit [n -S] 

BOTONEE BEENOOT having arms ending in trefoil -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

BOUCHEE BCEEHOU small patty shell [n -S] 

BOURREE BEEORRU old French dance [n -S] 

CALIPEE ACEEILP edible part of turtle [n -S] 

CHICKEE CCEEHIK stilt house of Seminole Indians [n -S] 

CHUTNEE CEEHNTU chutney (sweet and sour sauce) [n -S] 

CICOREE CCEEIOR perennial herb [n -S] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DRAFTEE ADEEFRT one that is drafted [n -S] 

ELECTEE CEEEELT person who has been elected [n -S] 

ENNUYEE EEENNUY ennuye (oppressed with ennui) [adj] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

EVACUEE ACEEEUV one that is evacuated [n -S] 

EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S] 

FEDAYEE ADEEEFY Arab commando [n -N] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S] 

FIANCEE ACEEFIN woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S] 

FILAREE AEEFILR European weed [n -S] 

FITCHEE CEEFHIT fitchy (having arms ending in point -- used of heraldic cross) [adj] 
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FLAMBEE ABEEFLM flaming [adj] 

FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

FRISBEE BEEFIRS trademark [n -S] 

GALILEE AEEGILL type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -S] 

GOBONEE BEEGNOO gobony (compony (composed of squares of alternating colors)) [adj] 

GRANDEE ADEEGNR man of high social position [n -S] 

GRANTEE AEEGNRT one to whom something is granted [n -S] 

GUMTREE EEGMRTU tree that yields gum [n -S] 

HONOREE EEHNOOR one that receives honor [n -S] 

INVITEE EEIINTV one that is invited [n -S] 

JUBILEE BEEIJLU celebration [n -S] 

KILLDEE DEEIKLL killdeer (wading bird) [n -S] 

KIMCHEE CEEHIKM kimchi (spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage) [n -S] 

KOKANEE AEEKKNO food fish [n -S] 

LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S] 

LIBELEE BEEEILL defendant in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

MACHREE ACEEHMR dear (loved one) [n -S] 

MANATEE AAEEMNT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

MARQUEE AEEMQRU rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n -S] 

MATINEE AEEIMNT daytime performance [n -S] 

NOMINEE EEIMNNO one that is nominated [n -S] 

OBLIGEE BEEGILO one that is obliged [n -S] 

OFFEREE EEEFFOR one to whom offer is made [n -S] 

OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

PAROLEE AEELOPR one who is paroled [n -S] 

PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S] 

PICOTEE CEEIOPT variety of carnation [n -S] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PRITHEE EEHIPRT used to express wish or request [interj] 

PRYTHEE EEHPRTY prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj] 

PUGAREE AEEGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGREE EEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

RATAFEE AAEEFRT ratafia (almond-flavored liqueur) [n -S] 

REFEREE EEEEFRR to supervise play in certain sports [v -D, -ING, -S] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

SPONDEE DEENOPS type of metrical foot [n -S] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 

THUGGEE EEGGHTU thuggery in India [n -S] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

TROCHEE CEEHORT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRUSTEE EERSTTU to commit to care of administrator [v -D, -ING, -S] 

VOUCHEE CEEHOUV one for whom another vouches [n -S] 
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WHANGEE AEEGHNW Asian grass [n -S] 

WHOOPEE EEHOOPW boisterous fun [n -S] 

 


